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security experts have said it is important
to know exactly what it is that requires
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technology. It is mission-critical to know what
data you have, where and how it is stored, and
who has access to it..
That is one of the reasons the Protection of
Personal Information Act (POPI) remains a topic
of discussion. According to a recent Sophos /
ITWeb POPI Survey, 62% of local organisations
consider the legislation a high priority, but just
32% fully grasp its implications.
In this edition we also feature insight on how
best to approach IT transformation and what
venture capitalists look for in tech start-ups in SA.
Interestingly, Disrupt Africa’s African Tech
Startups Funding Report 2018 says 210 African
tech startups secured over US$330-million worth
of investment last year.
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COLUMN

What venture capitalists look
for in tech start-ups in SA
Canny venture capitalists invest in founders that obsessively focus on
making a product that users deeply care about and that solves a problem.

CLIVE BUTKOW, CEO and founder of Kalon
Venture Partners.

I

am actively involved in the South African
tech entrepreneur ecosystem and invest
in early-stage start-ups that are looking
for growth capital. Founders ask me many
questions, but there's one they ask me
more often than any other:
"How do investors evaluate and invest
in start-ups?" My team and I have created
what we call a '5 T' approach for evaluating
start-ups to provide a framework for what
investors look for in potential investments.
The 5 Ts
• Team: Strong management team (the best
team in the local market).
• Technology: Proven technology with a
clearly defined competitive advantage.
• Traction: Post revenue with a
referenceable customer base.
• Target addressable market: Large target
addressable market; solve real problems in
a growing market size (seek 10X returns).
• Terms: Reasonable valuation that
compensates investors for the high risks of
start-ups. The terms include the economics
and control of the deal and these need to be
fair while looking after investors' capital.
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Let's look into each in more detail:
Team: A great founding team with a
mix of innovative thinking, technology
skills, operational skills, domain
skills, selling skills and execution
intelligence. They should know their
local market extremely well, also being
confident of how they can expand
their team to cover their growth plan.
Technology/product: Unique and
defensible, with a 'moat around the
castle' of between 12 and 18 months so
that the product and business model
are protected from copycat attacks, at
least for a while.
The technology needs to be designed
to scale at increasing profit margins.
If you don't have a winning product,
it doesn't matter how well your
company is managed, you are done.
We invest in founders that obsessively
focus on making a product that users
deeply care about and that solves a
problem.
There is one key characteristic we
look for in the start-up's product
when evaluating grand slam potential:
evidence of product/market fit.
Achieving product/market fit (PMF)
should be the most prioritised objective
for every early stage start-up.
If the start-up does not achieve PMF,
it will eventually run out of funding
and die. PMF is when the start-up has
identified which users are desperate
for the product, made a product
that customers can't get enough of
(demand feels exponential), and found
a business model that works.
When investors are evaluating
for PMF, the best test is to see if the
product is growing exponentially with
no marketing, meaning the product
is so good it grows through word of
mouth. Top investors often don't want
to see marketing spend because it
shows care for vanity metrics (things
that don't matter) rather than building

an amazing product that people engage
with (which does matter).
Traction: Proof that customers want and
will pay for the product.
We like to see double-digit month-onmonth growth confirming the customers
are buying and the business model is
working. We also like to see some good
logos that will become reference clients in
the future.
Target market: When a great team meets
a lousy market, market wins. When a
lousy team meets a great market, market
wins. When a great team meets a great
market, something special happens.
We like start-ups that create or lead
a niche in South Africa, and are able
to expand this across Africa and other
emerging markets and finally to developed
markets.
Where investors often go wrong is that
they look at the size of the market today,
which matters little. What does matters
is the market's growth rate and how big it
will be in a number of years' time.
We need to believe the start-up's
addressable market can be big. Everyone
starts off with a niche initial market, but
it's very important that their vision lays a
path to something much bigger.
Terms: Venture capitalists are bound by
their investors to only invest in startups if they can achieve some contractual
agreements. This can mean a variety
of things: having a certain ownership
percentage, a board seat, certain terms to
protect the downside, etc.
We use a guide of a probable 10x upside
if the business executes according to its
plans and a possible 100x if a "dream
outcome" occurs. Angel investors do not
have the same mandate.
My advice to every entrepreneur,
is make sure you and your founding
team tick the first four boxes before you
commence with your raise.
The last box will be ticked by the VC
during the term sheet negotiations.

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Expanding into Australasia

Don’t run on empty
this year

JSE-listed Adapt IT Holdings (Adapt IT) is acquiring the Wisenet
Group which has operations in Australia and New Zealand, along
with both its business and existing intellectual property rights
Founded in 1997, the Wisenet Group operates in Australia, New
Zealand and Singapore, with the main office situated in Melbourne,
Australia. The company provides a Software as a Service (SaaS)
learning relationship management system to training institutions.
www.adaptit.co.za

“Planning tangible actions
is extremely daunting,
particularly if it’s in an
unchartered territory or in
areas that are uncertain in
areas of cultural alignment,
ethics, transparency and
collaboration" says Anujah
Bosman, CEO at Chillisoft
Solution Services. “It’s useful
to remember that business runs
on energy.”
www.chillisoft.co.za

Platinum Sponsor of ITWeb Cloud
Summit 2019
BCX is a Platinum Sponsor of the ITWeb Cloud Summit 2019,
taking place during February in Johannesburg. "The ITWeb
Cloud Summit is an important milestone for IT transformation
for both BCX and its customers, and partnership with ITWeb
on this event creates a perfect platform to demonstrate our
capability in this area," says Nkosi Kumalo, managing executive
of sales at BCX.
www.itweb.co.za

Anujah Bosman,
CEO at Chillisoft Solution Services

Problem of cash in schools
Despite massive strides towards a modern digital economy;
58% of the country's citizens have access to smartphones and
over 90% of our adult population has an account at a formal
banking provider. The Global Cash Index indicates cash is still
the preferred method of transacting across South Africa. As
the leading supplier of solutions to South African schools, d6
aims to utilise its interaction with the more than 2 500 schools
in its network to understand and overcome this disconnect in
creating secure cashless environments at schools.
www.d6.co.za

Mediamark and d6
group partnership
Integrated, multichannel media
sales house Mediamark has
added the d6 Communication
platforms to the list of digital
media properties it represents
as a sales agent. The d6
Communication platform is a
high-impact, high-visibility
communication platform used
by a growing list of South
African schools to inform and
to interact with parents.
www.d6.co.za
Willem Kitshoff, d6 Group CEO

Platinum Sponsor
BCX was the Platinum Sponsor of the ITWeb Cloud Summit 2019,
held on 12 February in Johannesburg. "The ITWeb Cloud Summit is
an important milestone for IT transformation for both BCX and its
customers," says Nkosi Kumalo, managing executive of sales at BCX.
www.itweb.co.za
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Navigating IT governance in the digital age
GRC professionals in South Africa discussed IT governance
best practices at the ninth annual ITWeb Governance, Risk and
Compliance conference, in Johannesburg during February. The
overall theme for this year's event was: "Effective IT governance in
the interconnected business world". Presentations covered topics
like cyber governance and how human behaviour impacts it, which
will be presented by Aspen Pharmacare. Old Mutual presented an
additional topic ‘protecting IT assets when using cloud computing’
and delegates were also treated to a case study by Telesure
regarding integrated risk management.
www.itweb.co.za

Business Intelligence & Analytics
Summit 2019
Business leaders are waking up to the mammoth impact big data
has on the course of their business, as it relates to making informed
business decisions. However, if the data isn't complete, consistent
and accurate, neither are the insights gleaned from it which is
why the ITWeb Business Intelligence & Analytics Summit 2019,
is taking place from 12 to 14 March at The Forum, in Bryanston.
Angela Mace, CRM and Events director at ITWeb, says the summit
will provide a platform for BI and data specialists and practitioners
from across all industries to share knowledge.
www.itweb.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Ethical leadership in the age of digitisation
Busisiwe Mathe, chairperson of the South African Governing Board
and member of the Africa Governance Board, presented a keynote
address at ITWeb's Governance Risk and Compliance 2019,. Her
address 'Ethical leadership and corporate governance in the age
of digitisation' delved into how business leaders can navigate
the opportunities and risks that go hand-in-hand with industry
4.0. Mathe is the chairman of the SA PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) governing board and serves as a member on the PwC Africa
Governance Board. She is also the current Risk Assurance Services
Cyber Security and Privacy leader in SA.
www.itweb.co.za

New Business
Development
Manager

Karishma Sewduth

NCODED SOLUTIONS welcomes
Karishma Sewduth as business
development manager in charge of
business development, advertising,
sales and marketing. Armed with
eight years' experience in business
development and management
within the manufacturing and
services industries, Sewduth brings
with her a wealth of experience in
advertising, event management,
market research, marketing and
project management.
www.ncoded.co.za

Bid to treble worldwide revenue
Redstor, a leading UK-headquartered cloud data management SaaS
business, is pressing ahead with aggressive growth plans to treble
business by 2020. The appointment of Duan Botha as Pre-sales
Manager for Australasia underlines Redstor's long-term strategy to
accelerate revenue worldwide. Botha, who is based near Auckland
in New Zealand, aims to capitalise on the growing interest shown
in Redstor since the company started disrupting the world of data
management. He will be looking to make rapid strides in Australasia's
evolving data management market by engaging with interested
resellers and potential customers. Botha will engage prospective clients
across Australia, as well as in Auckland.
www.redstor.com

Danie Marais, Redstor's director of
product management

Adding clout to Cloud Summit 2019
Redstor used its contribution at the ITWeb Cloud Summit
2019 to highlight how technology developed in South Africa is
revolutionising the way businesses are managing their data. Danie
Marais, Redstor's director of product management, explained how
organisations with sprawling complex estates can now discover,
manage and protect all their data.
www.redstor.com

COMPUTING
Revamping gaming at CES 2019
ASUS Republic of Gamers (ROG) announced the latest additions to
its arsenal of gaming gear at CES 2019: including the all-new, ultraversatile ROG Mothership (GZ700), a 17.3-inch full HD detachable
gaming laptop equipped with up to a factory-overclocked Intel Core i9
processor and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 graphics card.
www.asus.com

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Enhancing business
management software

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.

Jonty Katz, COO of Lorge
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Global engineering, project
delivery and operations
management group, DRA Global
(DRA) recently commissioned
business management solutions
provider and Sage Premier
Partner, Lorge Consulting
Services, to implement a
business management solution
at its South African-based head
office. "This engagement by
DRA is also the largest since the
inception of Lorge," says Jonty
Katz, COO of Lorge.
www.lorge.co.za

ata security

70%

Human error or
unintended disclosure

12%

Lost and stolen devices

10%

Intentional disclosure
by a malicious insider

8%

POPI SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Almost a third of local organisations
know ‘basics’ of PoPI
While the majority of survey participants regard the Act as a high priority, few of
them have made the necessary preparations to comply with its requirements.

W

hile the majority (62%) of local
organisations consider the Protection
of Personal Information (PoPI) Act a high
priority, just over a third (32%) understand
March 2019 |
its implications.
This is according to an online survey
conducted by ITWeb in partnership with
network and end-point security firm,
Sophos, to find out how ready local
organisations are to comply with PoPI.
The survey results raise concerns about
how ill-prepared some local organisations
are to meet compliance requirements of
the ACT.
Only 28% of respondents admitted to
knowing only the “basics” of what PoPI will
mean for their organisation.
PoPI aims to bring South Africa in
line with international standards for
the collection, recording and storage of
personal information.
While the Act was signed into law
on 26 November 2013, it’s not yet fully
operational. Once implemented, PoPI is
expected to change the way businesses
approach the protection of customer,
employee and stakeholder information,
through the regulation of how the data is
processed.
Unprepared
Once the PoPI implementation date takes
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effect, a grace period of one year will start
running.
This means the Information Regulator
will only enforce PoPI one year after the
commencement date.
When asked how ready their
organisation was to meet the PoPI Act
deadline requirements, only 10% of
respondents were ready to comply, while
just over a third (33 %) said they will
probably be ready to comply by the time
it comes into effect. Another 8% said they
are not likely to be ready to comply with
PoPI on time.
This means that more than half of the
organisations surveyed have not put the
right processes and tools to protect their
personal data, which further suggests
they may have to pay heavy fines of up to
R10xx
million to the supervisory authority
in cases where non-compliance is
discovered.
Pieter Nel, regional manager for
Sophos South Africa, explains: “High
priority in terms of PoPI compliance
should translate to readiness of the
organisations. If there isn’t a concrete
plan of action, organisations will lag
behind. Unfortunately, in terms of data
breaches, nobody knows when it can
strike and to whom.”
When asked what are the main
reasons for not implementing the PoPI
compliance requirements, just under
half (45.3 %) cited lack of either time or
adequate staff as a major factor, almost a
third (27%) cited lack of awareness from
key decision makers and 18 % said lack of
financial resources.
Data protection
The PoPI Act specifically states that
organisations must implement
appropriate technical and
organisational measures, to ensure the
‘pseudonymisation and encryption of
personal data’.

However, when asked about their
organisation’s state of data protection,
almost a third (29%) said they already
encrypt all their personal data, 24%
admitted to not encrypting their data, but
said they have plans to do so in the next
six months. Only 17% said they encrypt all
their personal data.
Nel explains: “The best way to prepare for
PoPI is to implement a solid data protection
strategy that guards against loss of data,
whether through malicious or accidental
methods. Creating a data protection
strategy can be a daunting process,
especially if it hasn’t previously been a focus
area for organisations. Securing against
major threats that cause data breaches is a
great place to begin.”
Only 65% of respondents have an internal
data security policy in place, while 8% do
not have one.
Employee training
When asked if their organisation has a formal
education plan to educate employees about
how to adequately handle personal data, 25%
said no, but they are working on one.
According to law firm, Michalsons,
the PoPI Act requires that ‘appropriate
and reasonable’ measures be taken to
protect information from loss, damage or
unlawful access.
This requires companies to provide
training to help employees understand what
those measures entail.
Nel continues: “Even if organisations
don’t have dedicated PoPI teams, we would
recommend that there should be some
ownership and responsibility to make the
organisation PoPI compliant.
However, without a clear understanding
there will always be some lapse in PoPI
implementation. Even if an organisation
outsources it to a third party, it’s crucial
that the organisation has a deep internal
understanding of the PoPI Act and its
influence on the organisation.

March 2019
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Do you understand what POPI means
for your organisation?

Which department in your organisation is
taking overall responsibility for complying
with the POPI Act?

21%

A member of the board or senior
management team
21%

IT
16%

50

IT%security
11%

40
34%

A dedicated POPI team
32%

30

9%

28%

Other
9%

20

Legal
8%

10

Nobody is taking overall responsibility

4%

2%
5%

0
Yes, most
aspects

Yes,
completely

Yes, but only
the basics

No

I don't know

I don't know

Will your organisation be ready to comply with
POPI Act requirements?

What are the main reasons for not implementing
required measures for POPI?

Yes, definitely
Yes, definitely

34%

34%

Probably

33%

I don't know

11%

We are already compliant

11%

No, we will probably not
be ready in time

8%

No, we will definitely
not be ready in time

50
45%

40

3%

30

27%

26%

20

18%

10
4%

0
Lack of time/
staff resource

xx
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Lack of
awareness
from key
decision
makers

I don't know

Lack of
financial
resource

Other

POPI SURVEY
POPI SURVEY

If your organisation were to be fined for
non-compliance, what do you think the
implications would be?

Does your organisation have effective measures
in place to protect against various methods of
data loss?
Malware, including ransomware

77%

Reputational damage
Malware,
including ransomware

47%
%

Loss of customers

70%

23%

Reduction in projects undertaken

70%

Human error or
unintended disclosure

12%

Lost and stolen devices

10%

Intentional disclosure
by a malicious insider

8%

14%

I don't know
13%

Staff redundancies
9%

Closure of the business
1%

Other

Does your organisation have a formal data security
education plan for employees?

35%

Yes, we have a formal plan including
training for employees
25%
%
No,
we have no formal plan,
but we are working on one

20%

Yes, we have a formal plan,
but no specific training for employees
11%

No, we have no formal plan
and do not expect to
9%

I don't know
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Synchronized Security
An innovation in threat protection

Sophos helps your POPI compliance program by addressing POPI Condition 7 on
“Security Safeguards,” which includes security measures that parties must comply
with to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of personal information.

For more information please contact salesmea@sophos.com

www.sophos.com/solutions/compliance/popi.aspx

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
Changing the
landscape
Ralph Berndt, director of Ssles
at Syrex, says Redstor is not
only very effective, but also
offers an instant recovery
solution that delivers on the
always-on expectations of
the connected business. "The
partnership between Syrex and
Redstor delivers good value for
the unique needs of the South
African market.”
www.syrex.co.za
Ralph Berndt, Director of Sales at Syrex

First Technology Group wins award
First Technology Group has been was recognised for its ongoing
success at the HPE Channel Partner Awards. The awards are held
annually to celebrate partner successes and their contributions
to the HPE ecosystem. First Technology Group was the proud
recipient of the 2018 HiT Gold Partner of the Year Award
and would like to thank and congratulate its teams for their
commitment, professionalism and dedication, which have
contributed towards this achievement.
www.firsttech.co.za

A secure alliance

New partnership
First Distribution, South Africa's leading distributor for
cyber security, data centre, enterprise and cloud solutions is
partnering with Forcepoint. Customers will now have greater
access to Forcepoint's comprehensive range of cyber security
solutions, including Web, mail, DLP, NGFW and CASB. "It is
First Distribution's strategy to represent leading global brands
across Africa; these territories include the Indian Ocean islands,
SADC, East and West Africa. We are excited to have Forcepoint
in our stable, and we look forward to working with them in the
distribution of their security portfolio," says Brad Stein, GM for
networking and security, First Distribution, Johannesburg.
www.firstdistribution.com

Distributing Scantech-ID
The Printer Distribution Company (PDC) has been awarded sole
distribution for Scantech-ID's full range of products in southern
Africa. Scantech-ID is a leading AIDC (automatic identification
and data capture) solution provider and manufacturer with a
broad variety of products, including multimedia scan kiosks,
auto-ID, NFC and RFID solutions. Its product portfolio is one
of the broadest in the AIDC industry for retail, transportation,
logistics, manufacturing, education, government and medical
care industries. “Utilising our strong technical abilities through
collaborating with a supporting network of sub-distributors,
value-added resellers and dealers will enable us to distribute
Scantech-ID which will deliver exceptional solutions to the
marketplace,” says Daniel Alberts, senior product manager at PDC.
www.tpdc.co.za

First Distribution has partnered with Crowdstrike, the leader in
cloud-delivered endpoint protection, giving customers greater
access to CrowdStrike's comprehensive range of cyber security
solutions, including the CrowdStrike Falcon platform, the new
standard in endpoint protection technology, CrowdStrike Services,
and Intelligence. "CrowdStrike is the only company that offers a
comprehensive approach to endpoint protection, uniquely based in
a cloud-native technology that adds speed, efficacy and scalability
for every deployment. We look forward to working with them in
the distribution of their security portfolio to effectively protect
customers across the South African region," says Brad Stein, GM
for networking and security, First Distribution.
www.firstdistribution.com

5G transport white paper
ZTE Corporation, a major international provider of
telecommunications, enterprise and consumer technology
solutions for the mobile Internet, recently released the white
paper, ‘Meeting 5G Transport Requirements With FlexE’, in
conjunction with the consulting firm Heavy Reading. Based on
the new trends of the 5G network architecture and the new
requirements for the transport network, the white paper focuses
on the key role of the innovative FlexE-based technology in the
new service transport. The white paper introduces the goals,
values and key technologies of the 5G transport network solution
and provides comprehensive technical support and advice on the
construction of future-oriented high-value transport networks.
www.zte.com

Herman Kriel, General Manager for Data
Security within CyberTech

CyberTech and Barnes partnership
CyberTech, a division of JSE-listed technology company Altron,
is partnering with Barnes Smart Solutions to sell and support the
Barnes P3 EMV platform and turnkey solution in South Africa.
Barnes Smart Solutions is a leading international provider of
solutions for card and mobile payments.
www.acs-sa.com
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Epyc VPS hosting launched
Domains.co.za offers a unique Epyc Virtual Private Server (VPS)
hosting solution powered by AMD EPYC processors. Amazon.com,
Microsoft, Dropbox, Oracle and other leading cloud companies have
all brought AMD EPYC processors on board as part of their hardware
infrastructure. Domains.co.za is one of the first hosting companies in
South Africa to make use of the revolutionary AMD hardware for its
VPS solution. Domains.co.za CEO, Wayne Diamond says, "Our Epyc
VPS platform has been built with speed, stability and security in mind.
These are the three main factors customers generally require when
evaluating any type of hosting environment.”
www.domains.co.za

Boost online shopping
Domains.co.za says online shopping
is showing great potential in South
Africa. According to an e-commerce
report by PayPal together with
research firm Ipsos, the online
shopping market in SA was
estimated at around R45.3 billion at
the end of 2018. The report indicates
that 70% of active adult online users
have made an online purchase over
the past 12 months, and the industry
could potentially look at another R17 billion spike over the next two
years. While these statistics are moving in the right direction, there is
still a lot of room left for growth.
www.domains.co.za

Second-generation Android TV AI
setbox (STB) B866V2.

Second-generation 4K AI voice setbox
ZTE Corporation has launched the second-generation Android
TV AI setbox (STB) B866V2, which features 4K, openness and
intelligence. Equipped with an ultra-strong GPU, B866V2
integrates the latest Android TV platform and supports Dolby
Vision, so as to provide the end-users with a premium video
experience of ultra-high definition, abundant applications and
customised services.
www.zte.com

COMPUTING

Content filter solution

Gaming and lifestyle innovations at CES 2019

Filtering online content can be a difficult task, with the primary
challenge being cost versus effectiveness. However, not having a good
content filter solution in place is no longer an option. The risks are
simply too high. LucidView has launched its LucidView Enforcer,
which is a powerful content filter and Internet traffic reporting
solution. This solution comes at an extremely affordable price, while
at the same time being very effective. The LucidView Enforcer solution
provides ‘Clean Internet’ as defined by you and/or your clients. The
company also launched the Standard LucidView Enforcer for home
users, schools, as well as the SME market.
www.lucidview.net

ASUS revealed its latest line-up of lifestyle innovations at the
ASUS Media Showrooms at CES 2019 in Las Vegas. This included
the StudioBook S (W700), a thin 15-inch mobile workstation
with an even larger display powered by NVIDIA Quadro graphics
and the first of a new series of extremely powerful laptops
designed for creative professionals. As well as the ZenBook
S13 (UX392), the world's first slimmest bezel ultrabook with a
97% screen-to-body ratio and NVIDIA GeForce MX150 discrete
graphics; the ZenBook 14 (UX431), a NanoEdge display laptop
that packs performance and a quad-speaker design; and the
VivoBook 14/15 (X412/X512), compact 14-inch and 15.6-inch
laptops available in four trendy colours and featuring frameless
four-sided NanoEdge displays.
www.asus.com

Taking the lead in completing
2.6GHz NR test
ZTE Corporation has announced that ZTE and the Guangdong
branch of China Mobile have completed the first 2.6GHz NR test in a
Guangzhou 5G field trial. It is the first time that 2.6GHz NR equipment
is adopted in such a field trial, and it passed the test successfully and
smoothly. ZTE is the first vendor conducting the 2.6GHz NR test. This
test adopts ZTE's full series of end-to-end solutions, including 5G
high-performance base stations, core networks, and the latest devices.
The test results show that at 100MHz bandwidth, the single user
downlink peak rate is stable at 1.8Gbps, and the extreme distance is up
to three kilometres.
www.zte.com
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IBM MQ Appliance
One of the most successful message queuing product choices
over the years has been IBM MQ. The asynchronous connectivity
it offers has proved the ideal mechanism for linking different
applications, sites and devices with queuing, providing the means
to easily smooth out load spikes or connectivity issues. IBM has
continued to develop MQ enhancements regularly bringing out
new and constantly providing MQ support for IBM and non-IBMrelated platforms. The IBM MQ Appliance is MQ in a box.
www.cqsa.co.za

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SECURITY GAPS

Security crisis at the network edge
It's important to acknowledge that security risks associated with edge
computing are different to those of a centralised environment.

Paul Stuttard, Director, Duxbury Networking

S

ensitive data can be compromised in
a variety of ways. It can be corrupted,
destroyed, inappropriately accessed or
simply lost. More often it is stolen.
Headlines were made when 87 million
Facebook records were harvested by
political data firm Cambridge Analytica
through the use of an app that collected
vital details about subscribers to the popular
social media platform.
Even worse, a staggering 1.1 billion
personal records (representing all the
registered citizens in India) were stolen by
an anonymous band of criminals who then
put the sensitive information up for sale via
WhatsApp.
Security specialists around the globe are
warning of a significant escalation in the
number of data breaches, and a sizable rise
in the value of these attacks, in 2019.
As companies increasingly employ
digital solutions to meet ever-expanding
productivity, efficiency and quality of
service objectives, so security vulnerabilities
increasingly manifest within the network
infrastructure.
With the advent of the Internet of things
(IOT), pervasive mobility and growing
cloud service adoption, the network has
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become more distributed, and the need for
enhanced security is now at its highest level,
particularly at the network edge which is
singled out as the most vulnerable area.
It is at the network's edge where
corporate employees, customers, partners
and vendors all connect with one another
and the world at large.
The network edge has become what is
described as "an attack zone".
Also, in today's sophisticated networks,
any number of embedded systems may
be used to monitor and control critical
infrastructure. The data they gather is
often read by specialised, yet frequently
unattended and unsupervised, devices at
the network's edge.
Consequently, the network edge has
become what is described as "an attack
zone". With more than 30 billion IOT
devices expected to be connected by 2020,
progressively effective solutions will be
required at the network edge to maintain
the integrity of the overall network, the data
it contains and the organisation(s) it serves.
The growth of cloud computing and the
proliferation of IOT systems developed and
deployed in the cloud have created a raft
of new business opportunities. However,
they have also resulted in a significant
increase in the challenges associated with
data management and security. This is
mainly because configuration routines and
policy management frameworks geared
for traditional on-premises infrastructures
have not mutated seamlessly in the cloud.
For example, in many cloud and hybrid
cloud scenarios, network controls are
often handed off to third-party providers.
Unfortunately, these cloud providers are
looming ever-larger as targets for malicious
attacks including distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) attacks which are becoming
more common.
An example of a devastating DDoS attack
is the well-documented assault on the
Domain Name Systems provider, Dyn. The
event caused major Internet platforms and
services to go down across large parts of
Europe and North America. The attack was

caused by compromised, remotely located
security cameras enlisted by hackers to
work as an army of bots to maliciously
infiltrate some of the largest and most
secure Internet sites in the world.
It's important to acknowledge that
security risks associated with edge
computing are different to the risks
associated with a centralised environment,
such as the cloud, and thus must be
addressed accordingly.
With the cloud, all data will likely be
in a single or small number of locations.
On the other hand, with edge computing,
data is decentralised, which makes it much
more challenging to secure. It has also
been noted that while edge computing is
a relatively new technology, many "old"
problems remain. These include weak login credentials, zero-day vulnerabilities and
a general lack of updates.
Nevertheless, many industry watchers
are confident that steady advancements
in areas such as the physical security of
endpoints, authentication of connected
devices and the connections between
IOT devices, the central network and the
cloud will collectively become the catalyst
needed to create a far more secure network
perimeter or "demilitarised zone".
The IOT Security Foundation (IOTSF),
a collaborative, non-profit organisation
with a mission "to raise the quality bar and
drive the pervasiveness of security in IOT"
has comprehensively studied device and
data security breaches and their impact on
privacy, business activity, infrastructure
and safety.
The IOTSF's published analyses are able
to assist industry professionals and endusers to equip IOT devices with adequate
security for their intended use, and ensure
they are deployed appropriately by network
planners and managers.
In this light, organisations must make
smart, strategic investments in both
the network edge and cloud services to
avoid security gaps and the increasing
challenges emanating from entrenched
poor practices.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NO QUICK FIX

Steady, steady wins the
transformation race
The adage of reuse, reduce, recycle should also apply to corporate IT
operations, as an astounding level of wasteful expenditure is the norm.

Nick Truran, Founder and CEO, AgileIT

I

n my 14-plus years in corporate IT
operations, I remain astounded at the
levels of wasteful expenditure in systems,
under-utilised software licences, networks,
hardware and storage, to name a few.
Reuse, reduce, recycle is an adage that
should not only apply to plastic.
According to figures released by market
research multinational Gartner, total global
IT spend was projected to rise by 6.2%
to $3.7 trillion in 2018, indicating a new
growth cycle.
The report further stated that enterprise
software spending would experience the
highest growth, at 11.1%, this year, with the
software industry continuing to capitalise
on the evolution of digital business.
While we know the global trend of large
corporate companies is to spend millions
annually on technology, a 2016 study by
Genpact Research Institute suggested
nearly 70% of what they spend may be
misallocated.
The research found that of the $600
billion spent on digital projects, almost
$400 billion of what was invested are on
projects that fall short of expectations and
return on investment.
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In fact, much of what companies invest
in technology sustains existing, or "legacy"
systems, rather than new technology, the
report found. From my experience, these
figures are no surprise.
My experience is that the organisations
that are most adept at embracing IT
transformation are those that have a long
history of time-tested and measured
decisions.
While we are on the subject of studies,
one undertaken by 1e.com showed that on
average, 37% of all installed software goes
unused, which equals a total of $30 billion
in wasted IT spend in the US alone.
These figures are disconcerting.
However, these scenarios are not too
different from that which exists within
major local IT departments. Ironically,
poor utilisation of IT spend is hindering
digital transformation.
The saying that it takes time to turn a
tanker applies to IT transformation, but
this doesn't necessarily have to be the case.
Making measurement a priority
My experience is that the organisations
that are most adept at embracing IT
transformation are those that have a long
history of time-tested and measured
decisions, that sweat their assets and
focus on getting the most out of their
investments, and ask the right questions.
For example, if deploying a piece of
expensive software, as an IT ops manager
or CIO, do you: (a) check that it's being
used, or (b) have a mechanism in place to
measure the impact and cost benefit that
it brings to the business? If not, you are
almost certainly squandering money.
I have always advocated that the
fundamental requirement for a solid
digitisation strategy is for an effective IT
service management (ITSM) framework.
The essence of ITSM is that it provides
a foundation or prescriptive framework
to assist IT managers and support staff
to manage IT service delivery to the
business. It is a process guideline. The
more mature the ITSM process, the easier

it is to manage change and transitions in the
IT infrastructure.
IT transformation is no quick fix. An
organisation that has years behind it
of doing the right things with the right
motives and for the right reasons will have
the necessary resilience and capacity to
shift to an agile organisation.
Solid leadership required
The trend is as much a function of leadership
as it is effective implementation. Estimates
suggest the average tenure of a CIO globally
is just short of four years. However, for
many firms it is way shorter than that. The
jury is still out as to whether true business
transformation can be completed within
that time.
My answer is that without the necessary
structural frameworks, measurement and
service delivery culture in place, it is a
categorical NO.
The merits of consistency
There is a general perception within
corporate IT departments that in terms of
budget, 80% is spent on existing operations,
with the balance of 20% on innovations.
My experience that most organisations
are so engaged in maintaining their legacy
systems, that in some cases as little as 5% of
the budget gets allocated on innovation.
To address this tendency, these
organisations need to implement an agile
and flexible engagement framework
and process, which will enable them to
introduce and test technology solutions
that help align the IT infrastructure with
the strategy of the business.
This process has the effect of both
reinforcing the foundations of the IT
infrastructure, while providing the IT team
with the tools and time to help the business
innovate, often in parallel.
Thereafter, attention can be given to the
business strategy and the transformation
technology needed to support it.
The result is a lean, cost-conscious and
highly effective IT landscape that has the
agility to evolve as the business demands.

COMPANY NEWS

ENTERPRISE
Merger completed
Cloudera, the enterprise data cloud company, has completed its
merger with Hortonworks. Cloudera will now deliver the first
enterprise data cloud, unlocking the power of any data, running
in any cloud, from the edge to AI, on a 100% open source data
platform. An enterprise data cloud supports both hybrid and
multi-cloud deployments, providing enterprises with the
flexibility to perform machine learning and analytics with their
data, their way, with no lock-in. "Today, we start an exciting
new chapter for Cloudera, as we become the leading enterprise
data cloud provider," says Tom Reilly, CEO of Cloudera.
www.cloudera.com

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

A problemsolving solution
Tech industry association CompTIA has launched a new version
of its flagship CompTIA A+ certification, placing greater
emphasis on the problem-solving and critical thinking skills
necessary to operate today's enterprise networks. Technology
professionals from around the world shared their expertise
during the development of the new CompTIA A+ exams,
ensuring the new tests validate the core skills in areas such as
cloud computing, cyber security,IOT and virtualisation. "New
content included in the CompTIA A+ 1000 series exams reflects
the impact of new and emerging technologies," said Dr James
Stanger, chief technology evangelist for CompTIA.
www.comptia.org

Breed efficiency
EOH says in the cut-throat manufacturing industry, complex
supply chains must be carefully managed to ensure supply
meets demand, and quality meets expectations. A study
conducted by Nucleus Research states: "Manufacturing
competitiveness depends much more on how quickly and
flexibly manufacturers can meet the demands of customers
rather than what or where they deliver their products.” Key
nowadays is moving manufacturing to the cloud utilising Infor
CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine).
www.eoh.co.za

Building a new BI point of view

Signal Hill CS Beers

Cashless solutions for schools
Ensuring proactivity and transparency
Seeking a solution to better match growth and overcome it
data analysing challenges, Signal Hill Products, a leading South
African craft brewery, began investigating relevant software in
March 2018. “After first experimenting with QlikView, and then
with Qlik Sense, the company very quickly saw the potential of
Qlik," says Marcus van Staden, Sales & Systems Analyst at Signal
Hill Products.
www.saqlik.com

Modern BI must connect teams and applications across the
enterprise via a trusted network of analytics and insights.
This ensures the business gains a comprehensive view of its
operations, empowering it to make smarter decisions and
perform better. Mark Bannerman, Business Unit Executive at
EOH Infor Services, says software solutions must be purpose
built to deliver this enhanced BI point of view. In seeking the
right solution, reliability can be determined by independent
research and industry standards.
www.eoh.co.za

FINANCIAL

ICT INSIGHT
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za
Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Adobe price changes
EOH is the only Platinum Partner in sub-Saharan Africa that is
able to support all industries with Adobe licensing requirements.
This enables EOH to buy directly from Adobe for all market
segments, being commercial, government and education.
Designed to make creatives more successful and supercharge
their productivity, the 2019 Creative Cloud release delivers
significant performance and usability improvements, greater
cross-application integration, intuitive collaboration features
and faster access to file assets and services. Among the new
capabilities, Adobe is optimising the in-app Start experience to
accelerate customer on-boarding with new apps and improve
discoverability of new features and product capabilities.
www.eoh.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
Hot ‘wow’ factor

Preferred printer

Cape Town's premier high-street digital print and design specialist
Hot Ink has brought the 'wow' factor to digital printing in Cape
Town with the city's first Xerox Iridesse production press from
Altron Bytes Document Solutions. Hot Ink is the go-to studio for
many of the city's designers, artists, advertisers and smaller print
shops. The newly released Xerox Iridesse, which replaces the
company's previous Xerox flagship, the Xerox Color 1000 Press,
gives Hot Ink's clientele an extra level of quality and versatility.
www.bdsol.co.za

Flexibility, durability, cost efficiency and versatility are the
hallmarks of the KYOCERA ECOSYS P8060cdn, a printer designed
with a lot of considerations for the end-user. With its multitasking functionality, it’s the preferred solution for printing all
large volumes of documents in a demanding work environment.
The ECOSYS P8060cdn printer has extremely durable components;
processes print commands at a high speed and can print up to
60 A4 pages per minute for b/w and 55 for colour. It also has the
capability of printing on both sides of the paper, using the standard
super-fast automatic duplex functionality.
www.kdsdirect.co.za

Start your printers off right
Altron Bytes Document Solutions offers a list of useful tips
ensuring your Xerox printer or multifunction device is ready for
a productive year. The list includes: making sure your machins
is clean, you have adequate supplies on hand and advises signing
up for automatic meter reads and supplies replenishment if you
are not yet enrolled in the programme. The company also advises
users to look at the Drivers and Download page for your machine
and see if there are any firmware updates or new drivers that you
might want to use.
www.bdsol.co.za

Key enhancements
Xerox has announced that new, free, software enhancements
are available for the AltaLink Workplace Assistants enabled with
ConnectKey Technology. These enhancements are good news for
businesses of all sizes, which will now be able to monitor critical
security settings and automatically reset unauthorised changes, a
proactive step in stemming security breaches. A new intuitive user
experience gives workers more ways to customise everyday tasks.
www.bdsol.co.za

Printing while on the go
Businesses see mobile technology as strategically important for
process improvements and productivity enhancement. Because
documents are increasingly stored or even shared in the cloud,
workers can now access corporate information anywhere at
any time, on their smartphones and tablets. In recent times,
the need to print from a mobile device while on the move has
become commonplace, hence the term mobile printing. These
mobile and cloud services at your fingertips mean you’re not
stuck in the office all day anymore.
www.kdsdirect.co.za

The millennial lesson for businesses
Businesses can learn a lot by following the millennial
generation's lead when it comes to getting the best return
on investment, whether ordering essential office supplies or
contemplating more significant purchases says OKI. Millennials
are known to be the most brand-loyal generation, favouring
trusted brands and willing to spend more on a product from a
renowned brand that is known to deliver quality. According to
statistics from Elite Daily and CrowdTwist, just over half (50.5%)
say they are extremely loyal or quite loyal to their favourite
brands. 80% of millennials will keep coming to back to a brand
or product they like (Edelman research).
www.okisa.co.za.

SECURITY
Education is key
Last year saw the data of over one billion people being
compromised, as major companies, trusted by their customers,
failed to protect customer information. Angela Mace, CRM
and Events director at ITWeb, says the common maxim today
is that it's no longer a case of 'if' but 'when', when it comes to
a security compromise. "If last year has shown us anything, it
is that even the world's largest organisations, with the fattest
information security budgets, are not infallible. Let's face it,
tools and solutions alone are simply not doing the job." Looking
back at 2018, she says perhaps the biggest security event was
the Marriot breach.
www.itweb.co.za

Gartner recognises security solution

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Panda Security, a leading European multinational in advanced
cyber security solutions and services, has been named a January
2019 Gartner Peer Insights Customers' Choice for Endpoint
Detection and Response Solutions, for its Panda Adaptive
Defense solution. "Panda Security is honoured to be recognised
by Gartner, as we strive to keep our customers protected
against malware and non-malware attacks and turn endpoint
activity data into insights and actionable intelligence," says
Juan Santamaria Uriarte, CEO, Panda Security.
www.pandasecurity.com

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Future skills requirements
Organisations that embrace engaging, empowering and inspiring
leadership attract employees who are connected and engaged with
the company, says Amy Dempsey, principal consultant at Bizmod
Consulting.. Looking forward, Dempsey says there are core skills
that will differentiate employees and organisations. These are listed
as emotional intelligence, complex problem-solving, adapt, and
cognitive flexibility.
www.bizmod.co.za

Register the domain
New year's resolutions not only address personal goals, but also
professional ones. According to domains.co.za CEO, Wayne
Diamond, the company experiences a sudden surge in domain name
registrations during January and February each year. According
to recent statistics, domain name registrations for second-level
domains ending in .za surpassed the 1.2 million mark, making SA
the leader in Africa in the domain names market. Diamond adds:
"There's no doubt that South Africa is a country brimming with
entrepreneurial opportunity, so register your domain.”
www.domains.co.za
Gerrit Olivier, CEO of About IT

Spot fake cloud ERP

Ageing infrastructure

SMEs need true cloud ERP, with all the benefits it confers, as
opposed to a fake cloud ERP that will cause more headaches than
growth, says Gerrit Olivier, CEO of About IT. “Always go for the
vendors offering genuine offerings as this will ensure growth in the
long run.”
www.aboutitgroup.co.za

Ageing infrastructure is vulnerable to cyber attacks, says
Lawrence Weitzman, director at BT-SA. The reality is that many
businesses still rely on ageing hardware and outdated software,
and find it hard to keep up with the swift changes in technology.
Some companies may even still be using IT infrastructure that
has reached end of support, meaning any patches for new
vulnerabilities are not going to be received or updated.
www.bt-sa.co.za

SMEs financial planning
While small to medium enterprise (SME) owners may not have
a great deal of control over South Africa's broader economic
issues, they do have control over how they plan and manage their
finances, says EasyBiz Technologies MD, Gary Epstein. "The failure
of many SMEs to make it past the critical 3.5-year mark is more as
a result of their inability to get the fundamentals right, rather than
being able to deal with issues such as political uncertainty, crime
or credit-rating downgrades. Epstein believes without proper
financial planning and management, businesses place themselves
on the back foot.
www.easybiztech.co.za

SOFTWARE
Saving costs

Remaining focused on future goals
CQSA's AgileCloud products and services reduce complexities
associated with integrating business operations into the cloud,
says Alex Steyn, director at CommerceQuest SA.” I've often been
asked what makes us unique, and it actually boils down to our flat
business structure. We're a nimble business with an extremely
agile delivery system. This means we can be onsite fixing an issue
within 20 minutes of receiving a call. In fact, we put this in our
contracts with clients! CQSA is proud to say that 95% of all our
clients renew their support and services contracts with us every
year," says Steyn.
www.cqsa.co.za
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JP Lourens,
Software Product Manager, Kyocera

Kyocera's remote maintenance
and management tool, Kyocera
Fleet Services (KFS), is providing
great cost savings for its partners
and customers. Hosted in the
cloud, this Web-based solution
enables dealers to remotely
monitor, manage and maintain
their customers' network devices
and to swiftly respond to evolving
customer needs. "This means
service providers and dealers need
not invest in IT infrastructure such
as PCs and servers, and IT staff
no longer need to spend time on
maintaining this infrastructure,”
says JP Lourens, software product
manager at Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa.
www.kyocera.com
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Recruiters turn to gamification
to attract millennials

ITWeb Business
Intelligence & Analytics
Summit 2019
Date: 12 & 13 March
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

APRIL
ITWeb Business
Automation
Summit 2019
Date: 9 April
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MAY 2019
ITWeb Customer
Experience Summit 2019
Date: 7 May 2019
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

ITWeb Security
Summit 2019
Date: 22 May 2019
Venue: Cape Town

ITWeb Security
Summit 2019

Date: 28 – 29 May 2019
Venue: Sandton Convention
Centre

JULY 2019
ITWeb Data Centres
Summit 2019

Date: 10 July 2019
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

By: ADMIRE MOYO

G

amification has emerged as the latest
weapon in the war for talent.
This is according to professional services
firm PwC, which notes that in the selection
stage of the recruitment process, an
increasing number of organisations are
turning to game-style elements to improve
candidate engagement and satisfaction,
while still facilitating the collection of
fundamental assessment information.
Gamification software is any tool or
platform used to apply game mechanics
to non-game contexts in order to boost
engagement and successful results.
Common use cases include customer
loyalty, e-learning, employee engagement
and performance management.
According to recruitment firm HR
Technologist, modern-day hiring teams
now know that gamification is the best way
to identify millennial candidates, who have
grown up living on smartphones, playing
virtual reality games and constantly staying
active on social media.
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Candidate identification
The trend of gamification in recruitment
is sweeping across the world, with human
resource practitioners and consultancies
in South Africa increasingly embracing
its potential for identifying and engaging
suitable candidates," says Maura Feddersen,
an economist at PwC Strategy&.
"Applications in South Africa include
high-volume candidate identification and
selection; for example, in the context of
learnerships. In these cases, the appeal
is accelerated assessment of candidates'
numeracy, language and problem-solving
skills, thereby cutting costs and time
invested by both employer and candidate."
She explains that the platforms for
these games are usually app- or Webbased, allowing the employer easy access
to information about the candidate's
performance.
"This is an opportunity for app- and
Web-entrepreneurs that either have a
background in recruitment, or partner up

DIGITAL ECONOMY

with recruitment experts," says Feddersen.
On recruitment, PwC says it is useful
to make a distinction between gamified
assessments and game-based assessments,
where the former is predominantly a
psychometric instrument that features
game-style elements for better engagement,
while the latter is a purpose-built game that
assesses user behaviour while playing the
game.
It points out that when effectively
deployed, gamification in recruitment
assessments can raise candidates'
motivation to complete the assessment and
improve the accuracy of results; provide
immediate feedback to candidates and
improve their satisfaction with the hiring
process; convey a modern and attractive
employer brand helping to attract top
talent; and reduce dropout rates, helping to
control recruitment costs.

PwC is of the view that to ensure
organisations effectively utilise gamification
in their selection strategies, it is important
to consider from the outset how these
applications of gamification align to their
recruitment objectives.
"Organisations may aim to differentiate
the hiring process from competitors,
engage candidates and boost their brand.
However, the purpose of assessments
remains to measure the relevant capabilities
of candidates, and thus to hire the right
people for the job," says Kirsten.
"It is essential for organisations to
consider what applications of gamification
in recruitment are right for them, if at all,
and how these facilitate their ultimate
recruitment objectives. At the same time,
by ensuring all game-style elements are
candidate-centric, organisations can
ensure an overlap of objectives between the

Top Jobs

Snr C# developer
DATAFINITY
8+ years experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 281138

Snr Business Analyst
DATACENTRIX
5 years working experience
as a Credit Analyst
Cape Town
Negotiable
Ref No: 281132

Security Analyst

Human resource practitioners and consultancies
are increasingly embracing gamification as a
recruitment platform.

TELSPACE
2 years’ experience as
a security analyst
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 280829

Account Manager
"However, when clumsily deployed,
organisations risk that candidates do not
feel taken seriously and exit the hiring
process," says Fedderson.
"When candidates find it difficult to
detect the fairness and relevance of the
game, the game will lack 'face validity'
by not addressing the characteristics it
purports to measure. In this situation, an
organisation can risk reputational damage."
High-stakes situations
Nina Kirsten, economist at PwC Strategy&,
notes the challenge is to ensure gamification
in recruitment is truly fit-for-purpose and
is experienced as such.
"Whether gamified or not, candidates
experience assessments as pressured,
high-stakes situations, which can limit
the scope for 'having fun'. It is crucial that
the candidates' time and effort are visibly
valued. Thus, the process must be clearly
justifiable and allow for an assessment of the
key metrics required for the role."
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employer and candidate; the sweet spot of
effective gamification in recruitment."
Just a fad?
Meanwhile, Ernie Hipner, business
development director for CareerWeb,
says: "I could see some usefulness in the
gamification, like how candidates would
handle specific situations but I would not
place 100% trust in it.
"I think it is a fad at the moment; just
another tool that could get in the way of
hiring good talent," he says.
On the disadvantages of gamification,
Hipner comments: "Would senior
candidates really take this seriously or just
see it as a company wasting their time? With
so many options available to good IT talent,
I would be careful to add another part of the
recruitment process, unless it is completely
beneficial to both parties."
* Disclaimer: CareerWeb is the recruitment
division of ITWeb.complex.
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INFOBUILD
Candidate has a very good
understanding of Data Management
Gauteng
R40,000 per month basic
Ref No: 281032

Linux Support Engineer
MSB MICRO SYSTEMS
Understand Linux directory
structures and command lines
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 280217

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
The customer’s journey to the cloud

Create a cyber security culture

Moving from an on-premises environment to the cloud can be
done much more efficiently than before. Even attitudes towards
this strategic shift have changed, says Karl Reed, CSO at Elingo.
Going the cloud route does not require a big bang approach.
Instead, organisations can phase it in over several months (or years
even) as their budget and business processes allow. In the past few
years, accessibility to the cloud from an Internet and capability
perspective, as well as the speed to deployment, has changed for
the better.
www.elingo.co.za

Cyber security has evolved to incorporate every aspect of IT,
information and security. As networks have expanded, so too
has the need to be protected against threats. Hacks and cyber
crime happen every day, not just because of the rate at which
cyber criminals are keeping pace with technology, but also
because users aren't quite keeping pace with either cyber crime
or technology, says Simeon Tassev, MD and qualified security
assessor at Galix Networking.
www.galix.com

FINANCIAL

Byron Clatterbuck, CEO at SEACOM

What’s in store for SA's ICT space
Byron Clatterbuck, CEO of SEACOM, says, “While business services
is one sphere showing growth (of 1.9%, along with finance and
real estate), this does not mean the ICT sector, a major partner and
supporter of business in the digital age, can look forward to plain
sailing in the coming year.”
www.seacom.mu

NETWORKING

Lex van Wyk, Teraco CEO

Majority stake acquired
Teraco Data Environments, Africa's leading provider of co-location
data centre infrastructure, announced that Berkshire Partners,
a Boston-based investment firm, has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire a majority stake in the company. According
to Teraco Data Environments, the Permira funds, an existing
shareholder, will remain a significant investor.
www.teraco.co.za

Completing third phase 5G
core network test

Cashless solutions
for schools

The ZTE Corporation has completed its IMT-2020 third phase
5G test for core network performance stability and security
function, fully verifying the maturity of ZTE's 5G core network.
The test involves the performance of the NFVI platform, the
service performance of 5G core network element single/multi
virtual machine deployment, as well as system capacity and
stability. ZTE's system, including NFV platform and 5GC core
function network elements, is deployed on the general server
platform, and interfaces with third-party instruments in
accordance with the requirement of the service model.
www.zte.com.cn

As part of its ongoing mission
to help schools become more
efficient, the d6 group has
partnered with financial
technology business Sticitt to
embed a payment solution in the
existing d6+ product offering.
This allows parents to make
payments to the relevant school
with ease.
www.d6.co.za
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D6 Group introduces
cashless solution

COMPANY NEWS
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SOFTWARE

World’s first 5G phone call

Up your backup game

The ZTE Corporation announced the Guangdong branch of China
Unicom and ZTE made the world's first 5G call, by means of
ZTE's 5G prototype smartphone, in a Shenzhen 5G field trial. The
test also completed the verification of diverse services, including
a Wechat group voice call, online video and Web browsing. The
world's first call in NSA mode is in compliance with the 3GPP
Rel-15 with Shenzhen being one of the first 5G pilot cities of
China Unicom.
www.zte.com

Most organisations have a strategy in place to backup their
business information. What's yours? And are you backing up
regularly enough? Not only can data loss cost companies a lot of
money, new data management and protection legislation demands
that businesses make backups a priority. Office 365 backup for
SharePoint and OneDrive is a great start, but customers often have
a requirement for more workloads to be backed up online, explains
NBConsult's Group CEO, Nicolas Blank. "The reality is that a
backup is only of value, whether it's on-premises or online, if you
can restore it," he says.
www.nbconsult.co

ZTE leads in SA 5G Core Test of China
Telecom

Platinum sponsorship
of DevConf ZA 2019

ZTE Corporation has taken the lead in completing Phase 1 of
SA 5G Core Test of China Telecom, actively promoting the
development and maturity of the 5G network industry chain.
China Telecom launched the SA 5G Core Test in September 2018.
ZTE is also the first company to make the 5GC First Call based
on three-layer decoupling and SA architecture, the first to
complete 4G and 5G bidirectional interoperability, and the first
to complete the comprehensive function test of AMF/NSSF/NRF/
SMF/AUSF/UDM/PCF/UPF.
www.zte.com

5G smartphones in 2019
ZTE Corporation has announced the commercial launch of 5G
smartphones in the first half of 2019. To date, the company’s
5G prototype smartphone is the world's first 5G smartphone
supporting both sub-6G and mmW. Its peak downlink rate can
reach 2Gbps and 5Gbps at sub-6G and mmW respectively. On 25
December 2018, ZTE's 5G prototype smartphone accomplished
the world's first NSA mode end-to-end connection. On 14
January 2019, ZTE and Guangdong Branch of China Unicom
made the world's first 5G call in the large-scale test field in
Shenzhen with ZTE's 5G prototype smartphone. In November
2018, ZTE completed a 5G call, Internet and WeChat connection
with ZTE's 5G prototype smartphone via a simulation system
for the first time.
www.zte.com
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DevOps lead at Obsidian Systems,
Karl Fischer

Leading provider of open
source technology and services
Obsidian Systems has confirmed
its platinum sponsorship of
the DevConf ZA event in Cape
Town on 26 March 2019, and
in Johannesburg on 28 March
2019. DevConf ZA will empower
software developers with the
tools, practices and principles
required to address challenges
within the SA software
development industry.
www.obsidian.co.za

Embracing digital transformation
STADIO Holdings (STADIO), a JSE-listed company invested in
private higher education institutions, has appointed SIS Global
(South Africa) to undertake a strategic transformation project to
replace legacy finance, HR, and student systems with UNIT4's
cloud, next-generation education management solutions,
hosted on Microsoft Azure. The contract calls for SIS Global to
deliver the solution and provide required services to modernise
and transform STADIO's technology environment, while
supporting the transformation of its core applications. STADIO
Holdings CEO, Dr Chris van der Merwe, comments: "Digital
transformation is a key driver in our plan to widen access to
higher education in our country.”
www.sisglobal.com

Winner of Sage CEO Circle
SynergERP, provider of enterprise management software, was
recognised as a winner of the Sage CEO Circle award program
2018. The program is designed to reward and recognise the
outstanding performance of Sage's top business partners, who
are working to recommend and implement products and services
as well as serve Sage's shared customers. As well as being the
recipient of this prestigious accolade, SynergERP will also celebrate
its achievements with an exclusive winners' trip to Koi Samui
Thailand, which will include an FY19 business planning session,
and an exclusive awards reception.
www.synergerp.com
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Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

ITWeb is an indispensable source of news, information and insight
for those who make technology investment decisions, for companies
that provide technology solutions or services of any kind,
as well as for investors and tech enthusiasts.

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
info@itweb.co.za | Tel: + 27 11 807 3294 | Fax: + 27 11 807 2020
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.
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